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Abstract The delafossite CuAlO2 single crystal, prepared by
the flux method, is a low mobility p-type semiconductor with
a hole mobility of 1.2×10−5 cm−2 V−1 s−1. The chronoam-
perometry showed an electrochemical O2− insertion with a
diffusion coefficient D303K of 3.3×10−18 cm2 s−1. The
thermal variation of D in the range 293–353 K gave an
enthalpy of diffusion (ΔH) of 44.7 kJ mol−1. CuAlO2 is
photoactive, and the Mott–Schottky plot indicates a flat band
potential of +0.42 V vs saturated calomel electrode and a
holes density (NA) of 10

16 cm−3. The photocurrent spectra
have been analyzed by using the Gartner model from which
the absorption coefficients and diffusion lengths were
determined. An optical transition at 1.66 eV, indirectly
allowed, has been obtained. The spectral photoresponse
provides a high absorption at 480 nm. The low quantum
yield (η) is attributed to a small depletion length (440 nm)
and a hole diffusion width (271 nm) compared to a very
large penetration depth (12 µm).
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Introduction

There has been renewed interest in the last years on the
materials which can be used in fuel cells and photoelectro-
chemical (PEC) devices [1]. So, the development of new
electrodes for the conversion of incident photon to electrical
power and/or chemical energy has been extensively moti-
vated [2]. The delafossites CuMO2, where M is commonly a
trivalent metal, are thermodynamically stable phases of
copper (I) oxide and have evolved rapidly from single
crystal to thin solid films [3] passing by the ceramic powder
[4]. They are promising for the solar energy conversion and
environmental protection [5]. The flat band potential (Efb)
does not depend on pH, and consequently, the conduction
band (CB) can be appropriately matched to electrolyte levels
for photoinduced hydrogen evolution [6]. Attention would,
therefore, be directed toward CuAlO2 which was found as
having the required energetic factors for PEC conversion, in
addition to being chemically stable and low cost. Among the
3D metals, copper is by far the most attractive with regard to
the chemical stability, and CuAlO2 exhibits a corrosion rate
smaller than 1 µmol m2 year1 [7]. The two-dimensional
lattice presents an interest both from the basic and applied
point of view. The structure is highly anisotropic and
revealed infinite 1 AlO2½ � layers extending in the basal plans.
So, an electrochemical oxygen insertion in the crystal lattice
is expected. Such prediction has found an experimental
support, and oxygen overstoichiometry has been reported in
delafossites [8]. The thermodynamic favors the insertion of
ions of comparable dimensions which has been shown to
give phases for which the diffusion coefficient averages
10−15 cm2 s−1 [9] and proceeds with relatively low activation
energy. The experiments were performed in basic media
where CuAlO2 exhibits a high chemical stability, and the
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chronoamperometric data were fitted according to finite
diffusion model [10].

The stoichiometric oxide is expected to be insulating.
Nevertheless, in delafossite, the transport properties are
tailored by oxygen insertion in the Cu plans giving the
opportunity for characterizing the oxide photoelectrochemi-
cally. However, whereas the semi conducting properties
have given rise to some studies and interpretations, the PEC
characterization of single crystal has not been subject of
any previous investigation. In addition, some intrinsic
properties can be evaluated only on the single crystal. With
this in mind, we characterized CuAlO2 single crystal by the
photocurrent technique. In a previous paper, we reported
the transport properties along with preliminary electro-
chemical properties [11]. In extension, the present work
covers the intercalation of oxygen and diffusion properties.
In a second part, we investigated the PEC characterization
using the Gartner model.

Experimental

CuAlO2 single crystals were obtained by the flux method
with a slightly modified technique described in Ref. [12].
We have taken a mixture of Cu2O/Al2O3 (3/1) in molar
ratio under argon atmosphere. The crystal growth was
performed in a platinum crucible standing in a thermally
controlled furnace at 1,160 °C. The cooling rate (1.5 °C/hr)
was controlled from 1,140 to 700 °C below which the
sample followed the natural cooling. The crystals appeared
black mirror like in reflected light and have almost a
hexagonal shape; they exhibit a blue color, and their length
lies between 1 and 3 mm. The selected crystal was a
hexagonal platelet with (001) main face and 2×2×0.2 mm3

size. The current contacts were made by painting silver
paste onto the entire area of the crystal to ensure a uniform
current injection. The linear domain of the current–voltage
characteristic was checked. The conductivity was deter-
mined by the two probe method using a current of 1 mA. It
was calculated from the relation s? ¼ Kj=V , where K is a
form factor determined from the geometry of crystal and
the position of the probes. The temperature was measured
with a digital-calibrated thermocouple (type K).

In–Ga back contacted (001)-oriented crystals were made,
and the crystals were mounted in glass holders with
insulating epoxy. The electrochemical measurements were
done in a double-walled cell whose temperature was
regulated by a thermostated bath (Julabo). High purity
platinum (Tacussel, 5N) served as auxiliary electrode and
Hg/HgCl2/sat KCl (SCE) as reference electrode. The
potential of the working electrode (WE) was monitored by
a Voltalab PGZ 301 potentiostat. The interfacial capacitance
has been determined as a function of the potential with a

rate of 10 mV step−1. Alternating current (AC) voltage
signal of 10 kHz in frequency, and 10 mV peak to peak in
magnitude was applied to the system. The KOH (1 M)
solution was continuously purged of air by bubbling
through with nitrogen. For the electrochemical oxygen
insertion, high impedance boxes (AOIP) was employed for
the intentiostatic mode. The photocurrent spectrum has
been measured when WE was biased at −0.4 V. The
electrode was irradiated through a flat window by a 650-W
Xenon lamp (Dyr) whose output was passed through a
monochromator with 10 nm bandpass. The light intensity
was measured at each wavelength (λ) with a flux meter
(Testo 545) positioned at the same position of WE.

Results and discussion

CuAlO2 crystallizes in the delafossite structure and occurs
mainly in the polytype 3R (space group: R3m; D5

3d). The
X-ray diffraction pattern showed a hexagonal unit cell, and
the lattice constants: a=0.2852 nm and c=1.6944 nm,
determined on ground crystals, agree with the literature
[12]. The structure can be visualized as close-packed layers
of Al3+ octahedra sharing common edges. The layers are
linked to each other by linear CuO2

3− “dumb-bell” units
parallel to c-axis, and in which, oxygen, in sp3 hybridized
state, is tetrahedrally coordinated by three Al3+ and one
Cu+. The AlO6ð Þ1 layers are sandwiched between Cu
monolayer giving CuAlO2 anisotropic properties. The Al3+

ions form triangular sublattices stacked along the (001)
direction in a three-layer repeat sequence ABCABC. The
Cu–O distance (0.1835 nm) is in perfect agreement with the
sum of ionic radii, IICu+ (0.046 nm) and IVO2− (0.138 nm)
[13] and confirms the ionicity of the bond, II and IV are the
coordination numbers.

The a parameter, equal to the average Cu+–Cu+ distance
within the layers, is relatively longer and consistent with
the semiconducting behavior. The (001) plan, where the
electrical conductivity s? is by two orders greater than that
along the c-axis, has been used as active surface area.
s?300K ¼ 5:7� 10�7Ω�1cm�1

� �
, measured by the two

probe technique with knowledge of the crystal cross-
sectional area, agrees with the band diagram reported early
by Rogers et al. [14]. The band edges are defined by the d
levels splitting of Cu(I) in the linear field. The lower, filled
levels (dxz and dyz) providing the valence band (VB),
though being nonbonding whereas CB consists of empty
hybridized Cu+: dz2-s).

Ions intercalation in the low dimensional lattices,
where the geometric constraints are easily relieved,
offers unexplored ways for the synthesis of new phases
not accessible by solid state reaction. The ease of
insertion in delafossites may be understood in terms of
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interconnected channels of sufficient size to allow
oxygen transport.

The intensity potential j(E) characteristic was plotted in
KOH as indifferent electrolyte owing to its high electro-
conductivity (Fig. 1), the current is nearly zero over a wide
potential range. Anodic potential gives rise to oxidation of
the crystal with a peak (A, −0.30 V, jox ∼0.01 mA cm−2)
lower than that corresponding to O2 evolution, based on:

CuAlO2 þ 2d OH� ! CuAlO2þd þ d H2Oþ 2 de� ð1Þ
where δ stands for the amount of intercalated oxygen. This
potential corresponds, in the Pourbaix diagram [15], to
potentials of theoretical equilibria which are concerned with
hydrated oxides of CuII. As noticed above, the Cu+–Cu+

distance is large enough to accommodate oxygen electro-
chemically and is achieved by an internal redox process
Cu+/2+ to maintain the charge neutrality. On the reverse
scan, the cathodic peak (R, −1.05 V) completely desinter-
calates the oxygen from the lattice. A fast electron transfer
is characterized by a separation between the oxidation and
reduction peaks of 0.06/m. However, the large difference
(∼0.7 V) indicates a low oxygen insertion/desinsertion, m
being the number of exchanged electrons.

Below −1.1 V, the current increases steeply due to H2

liberation. On the contrary, the large overvoltage in the
anodic region which exceeds 1 V indicates a low electro
catalytic activity of CuAlO2 with regard to oxygen evolution.
The electrochemical oxidation is a powerful technique of
producing oxygen enrichment in the layered compounds.
The coulometric titration was performed in intentiostatic
mode (low intensity) to preclude parasitic oxidations and to

have a current efficiency close to 100%. Thus, an anodic
current of 1 mA was maintained during 96 h. It is helpful to
mention that the crystal after polarization exhibits a positive
thermopower (980 µV K−1), an evidence of oxygen
intercalation. It indicates that the majority carriers are of p
type, suggesting the conduction mechanism to be predom-
inantly by holes hopping. The oxygen overstoichiometry is
calculated from the overall charge transfer assuming the O2-

formation. By passing a charge of ∼9 C through the cell, the
δ value is determined to be 0.028. The free potentials at zero
current, measured before (−0.160 V) and after electrochem-
ical oxidation (−0.029 V), can be correlated to the Fermi
level (Ef) which is an intrinsic characteristic of the oxide.
This suggests that when CuAlO2 is oxidized, electrons are
coming out from the copper plans and lowers the energy Ef.
The oxygen inserts reversibly, and the diffusion current jdif as
a function of time is given by [10]:

jdif ¼ neFSD
@C

@x

� �
x¼1

¼ jdif

¼ neFSD2C0

l

Xi¼11

i¼0

Dp2 2iþ 1ð Þ2t
4l2

( )
ð2Þ

where n is the oxidation state of O2− (= 2), S is the active
surface (0.025 cm2), t is the time, and Co is the density of
Cu+ ions (2.51×1022 cm−3). Taking three coppers per unit
cell, Co corresponds to a concentration 0.415 mol cm−3. The
chronoamperometry was performed at various potentials, and
the mathematical correlation of the model provides the value
of the adjustable parameters, i.e., the diffusion coefficient D
(3.3×10−18 cm2 s−1) and the diffusion length l (0.39 nm).
The full lines, fitted up to i=11, represent the theoretical
model whereas the dashed lines give the corresponding
experimental data (Fig. 2). The discrepancy for the potential
0.7 V is due to the further oxidation of copper (Cu2+/+3) [16].
The thermal variation of D was investigated for the best
potential (−0.2 V). As expected, the diffusion increases with
increasing temperature and reveals that the progress is
endothermic. This is consistent with previous work on
CuLa2O4 where D was found to be 2.5×10−16 cm2 s−1 at
298 K [17]. The plot of (ln D) against reciprocal temperature
obeys an Arrhenius type law:

D ¼ D0 exp �ΔH

RT

� �
ð3Þ

The relatively low diffusion enthalpy (ΔH) value
(44.7 kJ mol−1), calculated from the slope (Fig. 3), shows
that the channels in the basal plans are involved in the
oxygen diffusion and clearly evidences the high mobility of
oxygen in the delafossite framework. Such a migration needs
diffusion path within the parent structure which exist along
the (100) and (010) directions, easily seen in the crystal
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Fig. 1 Potentiodynamic j(E) profile of CuAlO2 single crystal in 1 M
KOH under N2 bubbling, scan rate 2.5 mV s−1 at 302 K. The Mott–
Schottky characteristic plotted at a frequency of 10 kHz (inset)
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structure (Fig. 4). The plot is linear, but when increasing the
temperature, it deviates with a marked departure from the
straight line showing the nonvalidity of the model at high
temperature.

The exchange of majority charge carriers between
CuAlO2 and the electrolyte occurs in a direct way where
the diffuse charge in the space charge region together with
its countercharge in the Helmholtz layer are approximated
by a plate condensator. To evaluate the semiconducting
properties, the Mott–Schottky characteristic was plotted at a
frequency of 10 kHz:

1

C2
¼ � 2

e""0SNA
E � Efb � kT

e

� �
ð4Þ

where ε and εo are, respectively, the dielectric constants of
the oxide and vacuum (8.85×10−14 F cm−1), E is the

applied potential, e is the elementary charge, and kT is the
thermal energy which averages 25 mV at room temperature.
The sign ± is relative to n or p type. The curve, depicted in
Fig. 1 (inset), shows a linear behavior from which a flat
band potential (Efb) of +0.42 V, and a holes density (NA) of
1016 cm−3 were determined, respectively, from the intercept
to C−2=0 and the slope. The negative slope lends a further
support of p type character of CuAlO2, attributed to oxygen
insertion. For a semiconductor, the electro affinity (χ) is
related to the potential Efb by the empirical relation:

# ¼ eEfb þ 4:75þΔE ð5Þ

ΔE being the activation energy (= 0.32 eV) [11]. The
calculated χ value (5.5±0.1 eV) is typical of oxides in
which CB derives mainly from Cu: 3D orbital [18].
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Fig. 2 The anodic transient currents of CuAlO2 single crystal in 1 M
KOH under N2 bubbling (dashed lines). Full lines represent the finite
diffusion model
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Fig. 4 Delafossite type structure of CuAlO2 showing the two-
dimensional character with the corresponding channels. Big circles
represent Cu+ located between layers of AlO6 octahedra. Projection on
the (001) plan (right)
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Fig. 5 Plots of −ln (1−η) vs (Efb−E)0.5 for the determination of
semiconducting properties of CuAlO2 single crystal
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It is of interest to discuss briefly the origin of optical
transitions in CuMO2 in terms of band structure. In
delafossite, the transitions are of d–d character, belonging
to the visible region, and are governed mainly by the Cu–O
bond [14]. Cu+ is linearly coordinated, and only one type of
charge transfer (Cu+→Cu+) can be involved in the energy
range considered. The charge transfer O2−: 2p→Cu+: 3D
occurs at energies higher than 4 eV and cannot be observed
owing to the low lying O2−: 2p orbital [19]. The highest
occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital are predominantly Cu 3D orbital in
character with a separation characterized by the strength
of the ligand field. CB of hybridized 4s/3D orbital is
separated from VB by a gap (Eg) of ∼2 eV. The ion M3+

undoubtedly plays an important role in the band diagram,
and aluminum allows the extension of the spectral photo-
response to lower photon energies. VB, arising from
nonbonding orbital t2g, lies approximately at the same
energy regardless the nature of the ion M3+. The relatively
weak hybridization of Al–O lowers the antagonist anti-
bonding band Cu–O toward small energies and decreases
the gap (see below).

There is a need to make an in-depth study to explain the
low quantum efficiency (η) in CuMO2. The space charge
region is given by:

W ¼ 2""0 Efb � Eð Þ0:5
eNA

( )
ð6Þ

For a band bending (Efb−E) of 0.5 V, the depletion width
(W) is found to be 440 nm. η, measured with monochro-
matic light, was determined by dividing the electron flow in
the external circuit (from the photocurrent jph, subtracted
from the dark current jd) by the incident photon flux
determined at each wavelength:

h ¼ jph � jd
eϕ

ð7Þ

Φ being the light power intensity falling on the electrode.
The photocurrent–wavelength spectrum can be analyzed to
get both the energy and type of interband transitions. When
the rate-determining step in PEC process is the appearance
of electrons at the interface, η is given by [20]:

h ¼ 1� exp �xWð Þ
1� xLD

ð8Þ

LD being the minority carrier diffusion width. The electrode
was biased at −0.8 V, a value belonging to the plateau
region in the jph(E) curve. η is proportional to the
absorption coefficient (ξ) if both the quantities ξW and
ξLD <<1. Combining the Eqs. 4 and 6, one obtains:

� ln 1� hð Þ ¼ x
2""0
eNA

� �0:5

Efb � E½ �0:5 þ ln 1þ xLDð Þ ð9Þ

From the linear part of −ln (1−η) against (Efb−E)0.5,
illustrated in Fig. 5, the parameters ξ and LD (Table 1)
have been determined, respectively, from the slope and the
intercept to zero x-axis. At low potential, the plot is linear,
but when approaching the potential Efb, it deviates from the
straight line suggesting the inapplicability of the Gartner
model at low band bending because the easy recombination
process of electron per hole (e−/h+) pairs. The small
diffusion widths LD are understood in term of low mobility
µ (1.2×10−5 cm−2 V−1 s−1)1 where the carriers move in
narrow electronic bands deriving from Cu 3D character.
The optical absorption for interband transitions in a
crystallized semiconductor close to the band energy varies
as:

hnxð Þ0:5 ¼ A hn � Eg

� � ð10Þ

1 Calculated from the relation σ=µeNA.

Table 1 Physical parameters of CuAlO2 single crystal

λ (nm) ξ (± Δξ; cm−1) 103×ξ−1 (cm) LD (nm) W+LD (nm)

360 838 (±5.4) 1.19 679.3 1,119.3

400 796 (±5.0) 1.26 126.3 566.3

480 840 (±4.6) 1.19 271.4 711.4

545 145 (±2.0) 7.08 143.4 583.4

578 74.3 (±1.3) 13.00 1,164 1,604.0

700 0.124 (±0.1) 5.73 1,200.5 1,640.5
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Fig. 6 Determination of the indirect allowed optical gap at 1.66 eV
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The intercept of the linear plot of (hνξ)0.5 with the hν-axis
(Fig. 6) yields Eg value of 1.66 eV, close to that given by
others [19], and the transition is indirectly allowed, hν being
the incident photon. It is known that the recombination of
(e−/h+) pairs predominates when the space charge region (W)
is smaller than the length LD. At λmax (480 nm), the
penetration depth (ξ-1) reaches a length of 12 µm inside the
crystal. This indicates that 94% of the pairs (e−/h+) are
generated in the bulk, 3.7% in the space charge region, and
only 2.3% in the diffusion width. These calculations explain,
at least partially, the low quantum yields obtained with
CuMO2 [21].

Conclusion

CuAlO2 single crystal was grown by the flux method.
Cu2+ is generated by oxygen insertion to maintain the
electroneutrality, and the oxide exhibited p-type conduc-
tivity. Chronoamperometric experiments showed oxygen
intercalation in the layered lattice where the channel in the
basal plans are involved for the diffusion process. The
enthalpy of the diffusion has been determined. Aluminum
extends the light absorption toward the visible region. The
analysis of the photocurrent spectrum revealed an indirect
energy band gap, due to Cu–Cu transition. The semicon-
ducting properties have been investigated by the AC
impedance whereas the relation between the photocurrent
and applied potential has been analyzed by the Gartner
model
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